KDÉSHE LOCUS SHEET

AREA C82.6 SW

LOCUS 26001

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

BEGIN LEVEL(S) 464.44 (N), 464.38 (S)

END LEVEL(S) 28-5-08 and 17-6-08

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26034

OVER LOCUS (ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: —

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNIQ

2. LAMPS: WHELMMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMMADE _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. N-S WALL in the E side of C82.6 SW, forming the W border of the mosaic floor room. Wall was robbed down to same level as floor 26004.

2. OVER:

   UNDER: 26034

   TOUCHING: 26035, 26034, 26025

   BONDING: —

   Correct all elevations b/w 28-5-08 and 17-6-08 by +.1m, per LL.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: C82.6 SE

LOCUS: 26003

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S): 464.58 (N), 465.09 (S)

END LEVEL(S): Correct all elevations below 28.5-08 and 17-6-08 by - 1m, per 1-

UNDER LOCUS (ES): 26011

OVER LOCUS (ES): —

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. UNID FINE UNID

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS: T500, KOB COL6

4. FAUNAL: T650 (1 frag. bone)

5. OTHER: Plaster: T234, T2699

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT:

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC. IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. N-S wall towards E end of C82.6 SE, forming E border of room with mosaic floor 26004. Wall is preserved from N end of C82.6 SE to its junction with 26025 in the S, where all stones had been robbed. Height increases from N to S until this junction. Height is best preserved at the three walls forming the room with mosaic floor 26004 (namely, 26018, 26001, and 26005). Plaster is preserved on both the E and W face. On the W face, plaster is preserved down to level of floor 26004. On the E face, plaster is preserved down to surface 26025. Below 26025, plaster is not preserved. Wall is 0.85m wide and 4.45m long from N end of C82.6 SE to its junction with 26025. Rubble and rough cut stone core with plaster

2. over:

under: 26011, 26030, 26032, 26034, 26038, 26038, 26028

3. bonding: 26025
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: C B 2.6 SE, SW, NE

LOCUS: 26034

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S): NW: 464.37, NE: 464.31
SW: 464.35, SE: 464.28

END LEVEL(S): Correct all elevations b/w 28.5-08

OVER LOCUS(ES): —

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID

2. LAMPS: WHELMADE _______ KELL. MOULD MADE _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS, OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Mosaic floor bounded by walls 26021, 26025, and 26003. Continuation
of floor 26004 in CB2.6 NE. Entire room, including parts in CB2.6 SE, SW, and
NE, is 3.15m x 5.15m. Floor consists of irregularly shaped stone tesserae
set in hard plaster. In the INU area of CB2.6 SE, there is a large patch of
missing tesserae, irregular in shape, c. 1.2m x 1.2m.

2. OVER:

under: 26032

touching: 26001, 26003, 26025

bonding: —
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.6 SW

LOCUS 26006

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Floor

BEG. LEVEL(S) SW: 464.60 SE: 464.60

END LEVEL(S) Correct all elevations b/w 26-5-08 & 17-6-08 by -1m per LL

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26033, 26036, 26031 OVER LOCUS (ES) 26006.1

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMADE _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Stoppers from floor during cleaning - T1450

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS ie OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Courtyard floor covering majority of CB2.6 SW. Floor is patchy and uneven in places (particularly in the NW) but is generally well preserved. Floor consists of at a rough plaster/mix on top of a bedding of cobbles. At least two layers are present, a portion of the second was removed from E (26006.1).

2. over: 26006.1

under: 26033, 26036, 26031

deposit: 26034

bending: —
AREA CB2.6 SW
LOCUS CB26006.1

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Soil underneath section of second laminate of CB26006
BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.72
END LEVEL(S) 464.59
UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26036
OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: 148

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 0.2 FINE 1 sherd UNID 0.03
2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELD, MOULDMADE — ROMAN —
3. COINS —
4. FAUNAL
5. OTHER — Bone (1461)
6. INU. —
7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCTIE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.
1. Second laminate and soil beneath at a small patch of courtyard floor 26006, in the E of CB2.6 SW.

2. OVER: —
   UNDER: 26006
   TOUCH: 26036
**Kedesh Locus Sheet**

**Area**: CB2.6 SE, SW  
**Locus**: 26010

**Type (Wall, Floor, Fill Etc.)**: Topsoil

**Beg. Level(s)**: 465.55  
**End Level(s)**: 464.90

**Under Locus(es)**: —

**Over Locus(es)**: 26011, 26012, 26028

**Units in Locus**: 93, 94, 95, 96, 117, 118, 124, 125

**Finds:**

1. **Pottery**: Total Wt. 58.24 kg fine — **Unid** —

2. **Lamps**: Wheelmade — Hellenistic — mouldmade — Roman —

3. **Coins**: K086023; K086025

4. **Faunal**

5. **Other**: Plaster (x 30 frags. #313: 13, 36, 37, 75, 459, 465, 750); Stone (x3, #31, 33, K085013); Shell casing (x 2, #34, 754); Glass (x5 frag. #32, 464, 753, K084007); Modern ceramics (#699)

6. **Inu**: K085013, K084007  [Leather shoe (751); bone (*#312, 35, 74, 463, 688, 749)]

7. **Sediment Analysis/Float** —

**Locus Description**: Include 1. Physical Description, Preservation, Extent 2. Relation to Other Loci i.e. Over/Under/Touching/Bonding with Other Floors/Fills/Walls etc. Use Other Side of Sheet if Necessary.

1. Topsoil in CB2.6 SE and SW, covering entirety of both quadrants. Over loci 26011, 26012, 26023.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB26 SE

LOCUS: 26011

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) - Subsq.

BEGIN LEVEL(S): 465.08

END LEVEL(S): 464.77

You 28-5-08 and 17-6-08 by -1m, per LL.

UNDER LOCUS (ES): CB26010

OVER LOCUS(ES): CB26030, CB26037, CB26031, CB26003

UNITS IN LOCUS: 97, 98, 99, 119, 114

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 31.84kg - FINE 9.1kg - UNIQ 5.24kg

LDM Middle Roman Cookware (2nd CE) - Vol: 397.0

SPAN/CONDITION: Bronze - Middle Roman (2nd CE)/Small - large, mostly worn, some nice edges

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE - HELL. MOULDMADE, in Phen. ROMAN - S-P

3. COINS -

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: Plaster (#5 78, 89, 116, 38b, 469); Metal (2 trg. lead, #76); BSP bowl/fim/handle stump (#107); glass (1 frag., #446); stone (1 blade, #221; tessera, #87); stoppers (x3, #5 106, 614, 618); Bone (4# 77

6. INJ. K08P003, K08P004, K08P005, K08P005, K08P065, K08P066 - 88, 115, 337, 446

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT -

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT. 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS/VER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Subsq. in SE quadrant, marked by a large amount of plaster inclusions (c, 1 frag./10 liter). Covers both sides of wall 26003.

2. Under: 26010

Over: 26003, 26030, 26037, 26031

Touching: 26012
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: C82.6 SW  LOCUS: 26012

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Subsoil

BEGL. LEVEL(S) 465.38

UNDER LOCUS (ES) C826010

UNITS IN LOCUS: 12.6, 12.7

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 43 kg FINE 0.1 kg UNIQ 18.1 kg

LOM Ras el Fihra Vol. 0210 L

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Medieval

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: Plaster (1832, 788); glass (4786); stone (X3, #2 K85011, K85001, K85014); stopper (#866);

Bone (#784, 881)

6. INJ: K85001, K85011, KO8P091, KO8P092, K85014

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT. 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Subsoil in SW quadrant in C82.6, marked by few plaster inclusions (e. 0.15 square/10 L).

2. UNDER: 26010

OVER: 26033

TOUCHING: 26011

Correct all elevations b/w 28-5-08 and 17-6-08 by -0.1m per LL
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: C82.6 SE

LOCUS: 023

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): CIRCLE

BEG. LEVEL(S): 464.87

END LEVEL(S): Correct all elevations b/w 28-5-08 and 17-6-08 by -.1m., per LL

UNDER LOCUS (ES): 26010

OVER LOCUS(ES): 26023.1 (located w/ 26030)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNIO

2. LAMPS: WHELMAD _______ HELL, MOULDAD _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INV.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EHTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/ BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/ WAllS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Two adjoining rubble walls in southwest corner of C82.6 SE quad; only one course each. The N wall is 1.75m long, and the W 1.05m; each is c. 0.3m wide.

2. over: 26023.1  
   under: 26010  
   touching: 26011  
   bonding: —
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB26 SE

LOCUS 26023.1 - LOCUSED WITH 26030

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Soil beneath feature 26023

BEG. LEVEL(S) 465.61
END LEVEL(S) 464.85

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26023
OVER LOCUS(ES) 26032

UNITS IN LOCUS: 108

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.64 FINE 0.44
   UNID 0.44 KG
   LDM Hell-necked pointed rim cookpot Vol: 160 L

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze = Hellinistic / mostly worn, small to medium

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELLENIC MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Plaster (233), Bone (232)

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Soil beneath locus 26023, locused with 26030.

2. OVER:
   UNDER: 26023
   TOUCHING:
   PART OF: 26030
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C8260 SE
LOCUS 024

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) *pave* slabs

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.58

END LEVEL(S) [Correct all elevations b/w 28-5-08
and 17-6-08 by .1 m, per CC]

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26037
OVER LOCUS(ES) 26029, 1 (labeled w/ 26036)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _______ FINE _______ UNID
LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _______ HELL. MOULDMADEx _______ ROMAN _______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCi /E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. two large "pave" slabs, rectangular. They abut wall 26003, on the east face, but do not join with it, as there is wall plaster behind them. The S slab is 0.55m X 0.55m, and the N 0.45m X 0.55m.

2. over: 26024.1 (labeled w/ 26036)

under: 26037

touching: 26003, 26037, 21038

bonding: --
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C826 SE
LOCUS C826024.1 LOCUSED WITH 26038

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Soil beneath paving C826024

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.58
END LEVEL(S) 464.35

UNDER LOCUS(ES) 26024
OVER LOCUS(ES) 26028

UNITS IN LOCUS: 15

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.5 kg FINE 3 sheets UNID 0.46 kg

LDM Local Fine, PGJ

SPAN/CONDITION Brown shell.

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Bone (518); plaster (1519)

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUIE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Soil from beneath paving 26024, on east side of wall 26033, down to level of surface 26028. LOCUSED with 26038.

2. under: 26024
over: 26028
put at: 26038
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CBA 2.6 SE, SW, CBA 1.6 NE

LOCUS: 025

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S): 464.55, 464.32 (floors)

END LEVEL(S): 464.32 (floors)

UNDER LOCUS (ES): 26032, 26038

OVER LOCUS (ES): —

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNIQ

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELM. MOULDMADE _____ ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. INU

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
RELATION TO OTHER LOCII OVER/UNDER/TouchING/BONDING WITH OTHER
FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. E-W wall in SW corner of CBA 2.6 SE quad. S border of room with mosaic floor 26004. Wall is robbed to level of floor 26004. The wall was plastered on the N face, some of which is preserved. The wall is 0.8m wide and 5.75m long from junction with CBA 2.601 in the W to the E edge of CBA 2.6 SE. Wall is rubble/rough cut stone core with plaster finish on the N end. 26029 bonded outside.

2. Area: with 26003 and abuts the ashlar blocks of 26001. As the wall runs W from the E edge of CBA 2.6 SE, it joins wall 26032 from 1.9m to 2.65m, touches: 26004, 26032, 26038, 26028

borders: 2600
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB2.6 SW
LOCUS: 026

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): plaster bin
BEG. LEVEL(S): 464.96 (top) (preserved)
END LEVEL(S): 464.71 (basin bottom)
UNDER LOCUS(ES): 26033
OVER LOCUS(ES): 26026, 1 (covered w/ 26036)

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. _____ FINE _____ UNI0D

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMADE _____
ROMAN _____

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER
Bin Fragment (T774)

6. INJ.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, ENSER. 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOC) 1 E OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Plaster bin at a 25°-30° angle N/S on CTYD floor
cSB26006

Interior plaster and north edge well preserved; east edge moderate preservation; south and west, no sides preserved intact

c. 0.9 m x 0.95 m.

2. over: 26026, 1

under: 26033

touch: 26033, 26036

borders:
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.6 SW

LOCUS 26026.1 LOCUSED WITH 26036

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Soil under bin 26026

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.96 (bin rim)
464.71 (bin floor)

END LEVEL(S) 464.85

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26026

OVER LOCUS (ES) 26006

UNITS IN LOCUS: 147

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL wt. 0.92 FINE 1 skirt UNID 5 sherds

LDM ESA or similar

SPAN/CONDITION — small ⇒ medium worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE HELL. MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER charcoal (1460)

6. INU. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS 3 OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Soil beneath bin 26026, over courtyard floor 26006. Located with 26036.

2. Over: 26006

under 26026

part of 26036
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C32.6 SE

LOCUS 027

TYPE WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC. Wall

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.46

END LEVEL(S) Correct all elevations 5/6 20.5-08

UNDER LOCUS(ES) 2603B

OVER LOCUS(ES) -

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. FINE UNFINISHED

2. LAMPS: WHEELED MADE HELL. MOULD MADE ROMAN

3. COINS

4. Faunal

5. OTHER

6. INU.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. EW wall at N end of square C8.26 SE. Wall abuts but does not join with wall 26003 on its E. face, as the plasters of 26003 continues behind wall 26027. Consists of a single large stone with two smaller ones on top of it, with some irregular blocks beneath. Whether wall is preserved beyond this is unknown. Large block is c. 0.7mx 0.5m.

2. Over:

   Under: 2603B
   Touching: 26003, 2803B
   Bonding: -
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C82.6 SE  LOcus C826028

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Surface C826028 and soil beneath it.

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.35  END LEVEL(S) 464.02

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26038, 26024.1  OVER LOCUS (ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: 152, 153

FINDS:

1. POTtery: TOTAL WT. 11.75kg  FINE 0.16kg+3 Shaw UNID 3.64kgs

LDN Peach Grey jar; 9% lattice, 85% var. 12L0

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze 2nd cent./small-medium worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELL. MOULDMADE — ROMAN — Folded 2 (in semi-fine)

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: plaster (#'s 1621, 1522); metal (1523); bead (K08BD003); shell (1524); bone (1520, 1621, 1660)

6. INU: K08BD003

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS (OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/REMOVAL WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Surface 26028 and the soil beneath it. Rubble/plaster inclusion/hard packed soil surface to E of 26038 in C82.6 SE, late Hellenistic in date. Surface and soil beneath were excavated as a single unit, hence the label of a 26028.1. Beneath the surface 26028, there is no plaster on the wall 26003.

2. over:

under: 26038, 26024.1

touching: 26023
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB 2, 6 SW

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Wall

REG. LEVEL(S) 464.6 0 (level of floor 26006)

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26036

UNITS IN LOCUS:

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT._______ FINE_______ UNID

COM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE_______ HELL. MOULDMADE_______

ROMAN_______

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER

6. IND.

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. One course N-S wall embedded in courtyard floor 26006. Possibly a continuation of wall CB17032, but this is unknown. No elevation was taken; hence elevation given is level of S side of floor 26006.

2. OVER:

under: 26036

touching: 26006

bonding: -
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C8 2.6 SE

LOCUS 26030

Correct all elevations
b/w 2.8-5.08 and 17.4-6.08
by -1.0m per LL

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.97

END LEVEL(S) 464.35

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26011

OVER LOCUS (ES) 26032

UNITS IN LOCUS:
10a, 101, 102, 103, 106a, 108, 109, 120, 132a, 141

FINOS:
1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 43.95 kg  FINE 0.38% 15 sherd(s) UNID 14, 41 ky

LDL Byzantine Cookware  Vol. 7/130 L

SPAN/CONDITION Early Bronze to Byz. - small, medium, some large, mostly worn, w/ few nice edges

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE:HELL MOULDMADE: ROMAN: Folded 2 (in semi-

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Plaster (#s 117, 139, 173, 175, 197, 233, 228, 120, 1037, 1349); metal (sp116); stoppers (x5, #s 223, 316, 393); mortar thin (#s 1452); loom-weight rings (#s 221); bone (#s 138, 127, 176, 196, 231, 557, 1083, 6.

6. TNU: KOB 2603, KOB 2604, KOB 2608, KOB 26018, KOB 26019, KOB 26010, KOB 26009, KOB 26011, KOB 26003 15.8, 23.2

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCi IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Roman/Byzantine fill to W of wall 26003. Covers entirety of room in C8 2.6 SE defined by walls 26025, 26001, and 26003

2. over: 26032
   under: 26011
   touching: 26023, 26011, 26003
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.6 SE
LOCUS 26031

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Rubble deposit

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.83
END LEVEL(S) 464.55

UNDER LOCUS(ES) 26011
OVER LOCUS(ES) 26030

UNITS IN LOCUS: 110

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1.4   FINE 0   UNID 0.64

   LDM: Hell cookware/spatter   Vol: 160 L

   SPAN/CONDITION: Early Bronze ⇒ Hell, / small, mostly worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE ---    HELL. MOULDMADE ---    ROMAN ---

3. COINS ---

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: Plaster (#236), Bone (#355)

6. NU. ---

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT ---

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Rubble deposit from Roman period robbing event associated with wall 26001 in NW corner of CB2.65E.

2. OVER: 26030
   UNDER: 26011
   TOUCHING: 26030

Correct all elevations b/w 28.5-0.8 and 17-6-0.8 by -0.1m per LL.
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB 2.6, SE
LOCUS: 26032

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S): 464.50
END LEVEL(S): 464.32

UNDER LOCUS (ES): 26030
OVER LOCUS (ES): 26004, 26025

UNITS IN LOCUS: 1068, 111, 113, 121, 132B, 112, 115

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 35.264g, FINE 0.24g, UNID 9.444g

LDM ESA: Vols: 2.845

SPAN/CONDITION: Bronei=ESA/ small - large, brown except for 3 pots on floor

2. LAMPS: WHEELEDMADE ______ KELL, MOULDMADE ______ ROMAN _____

3. COINS ____________

4. FAUNAL ____________

5. OTHER: Plaster (40's 344, 385, 560, 451); Stoppers (X5, #425); stone (9-510, 1857); obsidian vessel, broken - foot present; vessel (K085038)

6. IND: K08P04b; K08P064; K08P022; K08P108; K085038

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT - 50:1 sample from K08P064 (450); soil sample from K08P108 (#1034)

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS 3. OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Post-occupational deposit immediately above floor 26004, including three vessels sitting directly on the floor. In area of CB2.6SE and SW defined by walls 26001, 26008, and 26025. The unit which uncovered wall 26035 (Unit 121) also exposed part of 26004 and hence is included here. The three pots on floor 26004 were K08P064 (Garmen Tower B); K08P022 (ESA Monastery); and K06108 (Garmen complex).

2. OVER: 26004, 26025
UNDER: 26030
touching: 26001, 26003, 26005
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA: CB2.6 SW
LOCUS: 26033

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.): Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S): 465.07
END LEVEL(S): 464.70

UNDER LOCUS (ES): 26012
OVER LOCUS (ES): 26036, 26034, 26030, 26006, 26026

UNITS IN LOCUS: 128, 129, 030, 136, 137

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 65.4
   FINE: 0.28 kg + 13 sherds
   UNIB: 27.3

LDM: Medieval Glass/Modern Wine
   VOL: 757.0

SPAN/CONDITION: Bronze -> Medieval - Modern / small - medium urn

2. LAMPS: Wheelmade 1, Hell, mouldmade 2, Roman 1

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: Plaster (#5921, 925, 1002, 1103, 1158); metal (1x, #5922, 999, 1157); stone (#3, #5
   923, 1000, 1154); glass (#6, 1104, 1156); Fossil (#1155); terracotta (#1001), stoneware (#1024, 1120)

6. INU. KOBPI19, KOBPI1317 Bone (920, 924, 998, 1101, 1152); shell (1102, 1153)

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.
   RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS(es) OVER/UNDER/Touching/Bonding WITH OTHER
   FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Medieval to modern fill in CB2.6 SW, covering entire quadrant. In NW
   corner of CB2.6 SW, courtyard floor 26015 was exposed. Top of
   wall 26026 was exposed.

2. OVER: 26026, 26034, 26032, 26030
   UNDER: 26012

   TOUCHING: 26030
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA C 32.6 SW

LOCUS _____ 26034

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Post robbing deposit

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.70

END LEVEL(S) 464.43

OVER LOCUS(ES) 26035, 26001, 26006

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26033

UNITS IN LOCUS: 131, 135, 143

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 2.7 kg  FINE 3 sherds  UNID 4.52 kg

   LDM Square Rimmed Jar (2nd c. BCE) Vol. 1310

   SPAN/CONDITION Bronze -> Hellenistic (3rd-2nd c.) / Small -> Medium

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE 1  HELL. MOULOMADE  ROMAN

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: Plaster (#5 1032, 1100, 1382); Bone Weave (#1031); Stone (#1220); Bone (1030, 1095, 1381); Shell (#046)

6. IND. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IF OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1.Deposit on top of wall 26001 and immediately to the West in C.2.6 SW, post robbing of wall 26001. Kept separate from robbing trench 26035 due to significant difference in soil matrix. Though LDM is Hellenistic, most post-date Roman (1st c. CE) robbing in. This locus also probably exposed coursed floor in the NE at c.81.6 SW.

2. OVER: 26001, 26035

   UNDER: 26033

   touching: 26035, 26030
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.6 SW

LOCUS 26035

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Robbing trench

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.64

END LEVEL(S) 464.36

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26034

OVER LOCUS(ES) —

UNITS IN LOCUS: 13.3

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 8kg FINE ______ UNID 253kg

LDM Jug Rim in context, 1st. CE VOL: 474b.

SPAN/CONDITION Brown — 1st. CE / small — worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELL. MOULDMADE — ROMAN —

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: Vessel (123b); burnt vessel rim (1123); Bowl (1035)

6. NIV. —

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Robbing trench dating to at least the 1st CE. Associated with robbing of 26001 and likely robber deposit 26031. Immediately adjacent to 26001 to the W, c. 5m in width and 2.5m in length, in the N half at CB2.6 SW. Running N-S, it narrows as it goes south. Kept separate from pre-robbing locus 26034 due to difference in soil matting and to keep LDM (1st. CE jug rim in context) discreet from Hellerstorf fill of 26034.

2. OVER: —

UNDER: 26034

TOUCHING: 26001
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.6 SW

LOCUS 26036

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill and Rubble

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.89

END LEVEL(S) 464.49

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26033

OVER LOCUS (ES) 26006

UNITS IN LOCUS: 134, 138, 139, 140, 144, 145, 147, 26029

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 36.36kg

FINE 0.586kg

UNID 15.22kg

LDM 156

v/v: 40.5 L

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Slate Hell./small-medium worn

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELL. MOULDMADE / ROMAN — Folded 1 (Perian)

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Plants: #5 (099, 1283, 1291, 1412); rim frags: 858 (1344); stone: #5 (1347, 1351);

charcoal: #1460; Bone: (097, 1287, 1290, 1346, 1412, 1414); Shell: 1096, 1288

6. INU. KO9P 149, KO8P 209

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2.

RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER

FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Post occupational deposits of rubble and fill immediately above excavations 26006, covering most of CB2.6 SW, excepting areas in the NE. Includes two

large rubble features that were removed, as well as the soil beneath

bin 26026 (locus 26026.1). Also exposed wall 26029.

2. over: 26006, 26029

under: 26033

touching: 26006.1
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.6 SE

LOCUS 26037

TYPE [WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.] Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.82

END LEVEL(S) 464.41

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26011

OVER LOCUS(ES) 26024, 26038

UNITS IN LOCUS: 104, 105, 107.12

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 31.95 kg  FINE 14 kg 粗缸 UNID 7.83 kg

LOM Keramik

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze Era / small - large, mostly calm

2. LAMPS: WHELMODE 2 HELL, MOULDMADE ROMAN

3. COINS KO8 CO08

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER pottery (#5179, 195, 200, 632); loomweights #7 (KO8039); stopper (217); bone (136, 140, 198, 673); shell (177, 201)

6. INU. KO8039, KO8P020, KO8P021, KO8P005, KO8P082

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS(es) OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Roman Fill to east at unit 26003 in CB2.6 SE

2. ave. 26024, 26038

under 26011

top: 26003, 26024
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA CB2.1 SE
LOCUS 26038

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.) Fill

BEG. LEVEL(S) 464.48
END LEVEL(S) 464.35

UNDER LOCUS (ES) 26037, 26024
OVER LOCUS(ES) 26028, 26027, 26025

UNITS IN LOCUS: 116, 123, 151, 154

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 25.04g FINE 8 sherds UNID 3.99Kg

LOM Moldmade Bonds, Local Fine, Pithos Gray Ty. Vol: 1360 L

SPAN/CONDITION Bronze 2nd c BCE / small = large, Hell: well preserved

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE _____ HELL. MOULDMADE / _____ ROMAN

3. COINS —

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER: Plaster (#s 458, 634, 1519); stone (454); 1 end sheet (#455); bone (456, 635, 1518)

6. INU. Ko8p049, Ko8po50

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT —

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCUS IE OVER/UNDER/ TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Hellenistic fill above surface 26028, including soil beneath paver 26024 (locus 26024,1), to east of wall 2603. Includes two mortars, wheel vessels, Ko8p049 (Garnet Cookpot), and Ko8p050 (semi-fine jug).

2. over: 26028, 26027, 26025

under: 26037, 26024

touching: 26024, 26025, 26023
KEDESH LOCUS SHEET

AREA GB2.6
LOCUS NO LOCUS

TYPE (WALL, FLOOR, FILL ETC.)

BEG. LEVEL(S) END LEVEL(S)

UNDER LOCUS (ES) OVER LOCUS(ES)

UNITS IN LOCUS: 142, 149, 150, 146

FINDS:

1. POTTERY: TOTAL WT. 1.64 LBS FINE 3 sherds UNIQ 2.35 LBS

LDM

SPAN/CONDITION

2. LAMPS: WHEELMADE — HELD, MOULDMADE — ROMAN —

3. COINS

4. FAUNAL

5. OTHER Plastics (1352, 1452, 1516, 1517); Snaps (1453); Mudbrick Tanks x4 (1456)

6. INU

7. SEDIMENT ANALYSIS/FLOAT

LOCUS DESCRIPTION: INCLUDE 1. PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION, PRESERVATION, EXTENT 2. RELATION TO OTHER LOCI IE OVER/UNDER/TOUCHING/BONDING WITH OTHER FLOORS/FILLS/WALLS ETC. USE OTHER SIDE OF SHEET IF NECESSARY.

1. Cleaning units, not squared.